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The teachers were then off duty, when they were not visiting at the homes
of their pupils, and spoke and acted before the silent girl quite freely because
they considered her _______________ mentally and harmless.

1.

(lack)lacking

He almost entirely gave up _______________ for a steady situation, and
devoted his time to doing whatever odd jobs he could hit upon that would
bring him in a little money.

2.

(look)

looking

It was not a household that would ever tolerate _______________ or strife.3.
(quarrel)

quarreling

The good sign was that, as I followed on the bank, I could keep on
_______________ in line.
4.

(reel)reeling

He would have had to mention Julia in it, anyway, and perhaps it was as
well to omit _______________ altogether.
5.

(write)writing

His artistic temperament found scope in the decoration of the cavern; fresh
ideas kept occurring to him, and he enjoyed _______________ them out.
6.

(carry)
carrying

If he kept on _______________ to climb that slippery wall until he fell
utterly exhausted, what would that avail him?
7.

(endeavor)
endeavoring

Such places must be promptly patched to prevent them _______________
under the action of traffic.
8.

(enlarge)
enlarging

And still she would not have liked to give up that sweet emotion, nor give
up _______________ in the thick moss, gazing up into the tree-tops to find a
bit of sky.

9.

(lie)
lying

She kept on _______________ this question, and arguing it all the time,
because the man kept looking at her in a wild, helpless way, and could not
answer a word.

10.

(ask)

asking

Imagine _______________ in a house like that, without care or money or
friends-for father drove all his friends away.
11.

(grow up)
growing up
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He must keep on _______________, only his audience had changed and
the people he had been joking with were now behind the scenes, though they
didn't know it.

12.

(act)

acting

I am ashamed to say that, when Saturday night came, Sam tried to evade
_______________ his just debt.
13.

(pay)paying

I had to strike out as best I could when they came up to me to avoid
_______________ my legs entangled in the line.
14.

(get)getting

Be careful to avoid _______________ odd threads, if you work the
pattern in cross stitch.
15.

(take)
taking

But a few of the wolf children remembered the lesson when they grew up;
so they escaped _______________ killed.
16.

(get)getting

But the excitement of the ride and the stir in the town were excuses
enough to put off _______________.
17.

(explain)explaining

Rogron and his sister were forced to give bail to avoid _______________
to prison.
18.

(go)
going

With consternation he looked in every direction: no hut was to be seen;
and yet it was already so light, that, if there, no one could avoid
_______________ it.

19.

(see)seeing

On the other hand, we must avoid _______________ the actual
importance of this influence.
20.

(exaggerate)
exaggerating
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